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Abstract
The wind power industries arepresently the fastest raising renewable energy sector throughout

the world compare to other sourses. the main aim of this paper is to develop the mathematical model and
implemented in simulations for torque control of two bladed and three bladed wind turbine, by changing
coefficient of power, tip speed ratio and pitch angle values for different wind speeds.To ensure that an
economically competitive wind power making, the trend as to increase the turbine size and while at the
same time minimize material usage. Main aim of the paper two cases are developed one for two bladed
wind turbine system and another for the three bladed wind turbine system and compared the simulation
results of both cases. Finally two balade and three blade systems are mathematically developed and
implemented in matlabsimulink.
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1. Introduction
The  continuous  growth  of  energy  need  together  with  the advantages  brought  by

the  utilization  of  wind  turbines,  made impetuous  the  optimization  of  their  functioning.
From  the control  point  of  view,  the  problem  consists  not  only  on ensuring  an  optimal
operation   but  also  on  load  reduction  and grid  integration.  Another  important  challenge  is
to  provide good  quality  energy  delivery  from  a  profoundly  irregular primary  source of   the
wind.  The  characteristics  of  the  wind energy  source  are  important  in  different  aspects
regarding wind  energy  exploitation.  The  energy  available  in  the  wind varies  with  the  cube
of  the  wind  speed [1]. The wind is highly variable both in space and in time.

The  pitch  angle  and electromagnetic  torque  control  variables  are  used  to  meet
specified objectives  for  Full  Load  Zone where the contribution to the primary frequency
control takes a special interest. The full load zone is the zone where most power is produced
from WTs i.e., where the available power in wind is above the WT rated power [2-4]. These
control objectives  are  to  reduce  structural  dynamic  loads  and  to regulate  the  power
produced  by  the  wind  turbine. The proposed controller is designed in order to optimize a
tradeoff between these objectives [5-13].

An  advanced  controller  could not  only  ensure  desired  performances  but  will  help
in increasing  the  lifetime  of  the  turbine  and  its components  and in  the  same  time  in
reducing  the  costs  necessarily  to  perform its maintenance [14, 16]. The LQG collective pitch
controller presented in this paper contains an integral action in one loop in addition to a feed-
forward loop in case of with tracking. The considered wind turbine is an island two- bladed, 400
KW wind turbine and second one is three bladed wind turbines.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II, a brief introduction to
studied wind system. Section III analyzes the control design of wind system. In Section IV
analyzes the simulation results of controller of both two cases, Section V concludes the
paper.present their articles in the section structure:

1.1. Wind System
At  present,  there  are  several  variable  speed  wind  turbine configurations  that  are

being  widely  used.  For this study, a horizontal variable speed wind turbine was chosen. The
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variable  speed  wind  turbine type  is  currently  the  most  used technology  and  it  has  proven
its  advantages  over  the  years. The major advantage is that by allowing the  rotor  to  operate
at  various  speeds,  one  can  obtain  a  more efficient  capture  of  the  wind  energy  with  less
stress  in  the turbine  drive  train  during wind  gusts [4].  Different wind turbine models are
presented. Generally, a model for an entire wind energy conversion system can be structured
as several inter connected subsystem models: an aerodynamic, a mechanical, electrical and
actuator subsystems. Since the dominant dynamics lie in the mechanical subsystem, special
attention will be paid to this aspect.

In this paper, we considered 400 KW, two bladed, variable speed and pitch regulated
wind turbines as first case and three bladed wind turbines as second case. The main
parameters values related to these WTs are given in Table 1 of Appendix [4]. Concerning wind
turbines simulation model used in this work takes into account the flexibility of the wind turbines
drive-train, with a well known two mass model, as shown in:

Figure 1. Two-mass Mechanical Model of the drive-train

Table 1. Wind turbine parameters
Name values
Rated power PGnom= 400 [kW]
Nominalrotational speed ΩGnom = 4 [rad/s]
Nominal wind speed vnom = 12,25 [m/s]
Blade length R = 17 [m]
Tower height HT = 48 [m]

Thus, it is a simplification of the model described where blades and tower flexibilities
are also considered. In Figure 1, TG and TT are respectively the generator torque and that
caught in the wind by the turbine. ΩT and ΩG are the turbine and the generator angular
velocities. JT and JG parameters represent the turbine and generator side inertia, while KD and
DD are respectively the drive-train stiffness and damping coefficients. Table 2 of the appendices
gives these parameters value.

Table 2. Values of the wind turbine model
parameters Values

JT 214[Tm2]
JG 41[Tm2]
KD 11,000[Tm2/S2]
DD 60[Tm2/s]
JT 214[Tm2]

The electric generator of these WTs could be a synchronous or doubly-fed induction
machine connected to the farm grid with a full or partial back-to-back converter. The mechanical
dynamics of the WTs being much slower and consequently preponderant compared to the
electric ones, the generator is here represented as a simple active and reactive power injector.
This study has been carried out for this two-bladed 400 kW WT and three bladed WT working in
FL zone.
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2. LQG CPC Controller Design
The load alleviation of wind turbine comes to control the electrical power generated by

wind turbine to some values depends on grid frequency and on the wind speed. For the
contribution to the grid frequency regulation, in FL, rotational speed has to be regulated to its
rated value and electrical power has to be controlled depending on the frequency.

The Linear Quadratic Gaussian Collective Pitch Controller (LQG–CPC controller) is
designed from its control model, a linear state space representation of the WT [8]. It is
composed by a Kalman filter (KF) which calculates the estimate of the state vector ẋ from the
measurements and the control model. The control model is based on the linearization of the
aerodynamic part of the two bladed wind turbine simulation model and three bladed WT model
[1]. LQG controller is a combination of kalman filter and linear quadratic regulator (LQR).The
block diagram of LQG controller is shown in Figure 2.

The state space equations of LQG controller are obtained from the two mass model can be
expressed as:

Ẋ = Ax + Bu + Gw (1)
Y = Cx + Du

In above equations A is state variable matrix, B is control variable matrix, G is input
disturbance matrix, C is output matrix and D is output disturbance matrix. Let us assumed that D
is zero i.e., there is no output disturbance. Y is the output vector, x is state variable vector and u
is control variable vector and w is input disturbance vector.

Figure 2. Block Diagram of LQG controller of wind turbine

2.1. Two Bladed System
First case is for two bladed wind turbine systems. The state vector x is composed by the

following states:

x = (ӨT – ӨG ΩT ΩG β  v) (2)

Where ӨT – ӨG is the twisting angle between the turbine and generator. When these
are state variables then the following state representation matrices are obtained:

(3)
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C matrix is written in order to take into account that rotational speed of generator ΩG. by
substituting the values of parameters we can get state space matrices for simulation.

2.2. Three Bladed System
Second case is for three bladed wind turbine systems. When the first state variable of

first case i.e., twisting angle between turbine and generator is changed as KD (ӨT – ӨG) then the
obtained state vector for three bladed wind turbines is shown below.

(4)

The other matrices are same. Now calculating A, B, C, G matrices for to get simulation
circuit of LQG controller. Here we assume that there is no output disturbance, so D matrix is
zero.

3. Simulation and results
The simulation diagram of wind turbine without control for disturbance in wind speed is

shown in below Figure 3. The simulink block diagram of LQG controller is shown below Figure 4
with references to the equations.

The control objective make perturbations in the rotor speed as small as possible in
order to attenuate the wind disturbance [4]. The different wind disturbances used for this paper
are shown in below Figure 5 and 6.

Figure 3. Wind turbine system with no control loop for small step wind disturbance

Figure 4. Simulink block diagram of LQG controller

The tip speed ratio and power coefficient graphs for different pitch angles for first type of
wind disturbance for two bladed wind turbine systems. This will show in below Figure 5. From
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this we have conclude that by increasing pitch angle value, the power coefficient will decrease.
So that control performance depends on pitch angle also.

Figure 5. Tip speed ratio versus power coefficient curves

For the first type of wind disturbance, the mechanical power output is obtained for 2
degrees of pitch angle is as shown in below Figure 6 and the torque wave is shown in below
Figure 7.

Figure 7. Mechanical power output of wind
turbine for first type wind disturbance

Figure 8. Output torque of wind turbine for first
type of wind disturbance

For second type of wind disturbance the output mechanical power and torque wave
forms for 2 degrees of pitch angle are shown in below Figure 9 and 10 respectively.

Figure 9. Mechanical power output of wind
turbine for first type wind disturbance

Figure10. Output  torque of  wind turbine for
first type of wind disturbance
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3.1. Two Blade Simulation Results
First case is for two bladed WT. when we using LQG controller for the above wind

turbine which is simulated by using above equations then the stability of the system is
understand by us by using pole zero maps, bode plot and root locus curves. The pole zero map
for two bladed wind turbine system is shown in below Figure 11. Each of the poles of the
transfer function lies strictly in the left half plane then the system is stable. Here all poles lies on
left side of imaginary axis so the system is stable.

Figure 11. Pole zero map of two bladed wind turbine system

The bode plot of two bladed WT system is shown in below Figure 12. When ωc< ω180
then the system is stable, where ωc is the cut off frequency. For this gain margin is infinity and
phase margin is -112.2465.

Figure 12. Bode plot for two bladed WT system

The root locus of two bladed WT system is shown in below Figure 13. If the total
number of poles and zeros at the right hand side of the segment then the system is stable.

Figure 13. Root Locus of two bladed wind turbine system
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3.2. Three Bladed Simulation Results
Second case is for three bladed WT. when we using LQG controller for the above wind

turbine which is simulated by using above equations then the stability of the system is
understand by us by using pole zero maps, bode plot and root locus curves. The pole zero map
for two bladed wind turbine system is shown in below Figure 14.

Figure 14. Pole zero map of three bladed wind turbine system

The bode plot of two bladed WT system is shown in below Figure 15. For this gain
margin is 0.2050 and phase margin is -93.7778.

Figure 15. Bode plot for three blade wind
turbine system

Figure 16. Root Locus of two bladed wind
turbine system

4. Conclusion
This paper deals with the wind turbine simulation for two bladed and three bladed wind

turbine systems. The purpose of this paper is to control the wind turbine output power and
torque by controlling the pitch angle. Mainly the paper conclude that power coefficient of wind
turbine is controlled by controlling pitch angle. When the pitch angle is increased then the power
coefficient of wind turbine is decreased. Comparing both two bladed and three bladed wind
turbine systems for different wind disturbances the poles and zeros for both two bladed and
three bladed WT are same. Known about when gain margin is greater than phase margin then
system is stable. Compared to these systems, both are stable but two bladed WT has infinity
gain margin but three bladed WT has 0.2050. So two bladed WT is more stable than three
bladed WT. But control performance is much good for three bladed WT systems.
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